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STUCCOS
estucal
estucal satinado

ONE-COAT MORTARS
repois P
repois R

LIME MORTARS
revogacal R
revogacal

COLORED ARID COATINGS
grais

TEXTURED COATING
relais
relais siloxano

OTHER USES
minerplast
teais term

Learn more about our full range of products
www.teais.esco
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high-quality finishing 
paste stucco

Based-lime stucco for indoor and outdoor 
decorative finishes. Paste product that once 
applied presents a sleek finish with veined marble 
imitation.

Decoration of housings, shops, offices, cafes, 
hotels, very suitable for interior decoration of any 
construction.

Packaging: 4 Kg, 19 Kg
Consumption: 1,6 sqm/kg 

lime stuccos

Estucal satinado is a lime-based stucco for 
decorative finisthes in interiors and exteriors. For 
exteriors, a layer of REPAIS as a protection must be 
applied. When it is applied has a smooth and shiny 
finish with veined marble imitation.

It is available in white color, and can be colored 
on request.

Decoration of houses, commercial premises, 
offices, coffees, heritage building refuibisments 
before the application of thin lime-based stucco 
such as ESTUCAL, etc

Packaging: 19 Kg 
Consumption:  1 to 1,5 kg/sqm, according to thickness

estucal
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one-coat mortar with
scratched finish

one coat mortar with 
projected arid

Repois R consists of a cement based external 
through coloured render. It is formed by a mortar 
that is freshly applied and allowed to dry partially. 
A special trowel is then used so as to obtain a 
decorative scratched finish.

According to standard UNE 998-1. DIT plus 627-17

It is used for rendering facades made of blockwork 
or brickwork. It also gives uniformity to new jobs 
performed on concrete, brickwork, etc. It is also 
used for restoring purposes so as to replace paints 
and plastic renders.

Repois P Continuous one-coat mortar coating, 
consisting of a base mortar that once applied and 
fresh, it’s projected a bigger size arid that the one 
used in the mortar.

Fulfills norm UNE 998-1 Dit Plus 429-p

As coating masonry facades. To bring uniformi-
ty to a new work on concrete, concrete blocks, 
bricks, etc. Rehabilitation of tiling, replacing paint 
or plastic coatings.

Packaging: 25 kg 
Consumption: 20 to 22 kg/sqm

Packaging: 25 kg 
Consumption: Mortar 18 kg/sqm; Arids 10 to 12kg/sqm

repois P
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rustic lime coating

Revogacal Rústico   is a render with bonding 
agents based on lime, calcium hydroxide, selected 
aggregates with compensated particle-size 
bendings, additives that improve the workability, 
water-repellent additives and inorganic pigments.

 To make  base layers in refurbishment or based-lime 
mortars with several finishes such as estucco, etc

Packaging: 25 kg
Consumption:  1,4 kg/sqm per 1 mm thickness 

traditional lime coating

Revogacal is a traditional lime rendering consisting 
of a powder dry mortar. 

REVOGACAL allows an excellent breathability of 
walls in constructions that provides healthy, dry 
and desinfected environments by the action of the 
lime and its high level of porosity. 

It improves the energy saving because it reduces 
the heat dispersion from buildings.

Packaging: 25 kg 
Consumption:  1,2 kg/m2 per 1mm thickness

revogacal
rústico

revogacal
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plastic resin coating with 
quartz seed

acrylic render finish with 
aggregate for indoor and outdoor

Grais is a continuous wall coating, for indoors 
and outdoors. GRAIS is a product based on 
granular marble, graded, cleaned, and mixed 
with synthetic resin provides the product a good 
adhesion, durability, washability and resistance to 
weathering.

Soapstone decorative coating for horizontal or 
vertical surfaces indoors or outdoors. Ideal for 
decorating facades, stores, stairwells, cafeterias, 
hotels, restaurants, etc..

Relais consists of an acrylic texture coating system 
that is trowel-applied in interiors and exteriors. It 
is composed of vinyl resins and selectively graded 
aggregates and additives. 

Highly decorative system available in two particle 
sizes: Thickness F: approx. 1 mm. Thickness G: 
approx. 2 mm.

Render for façades, courtyards, stairwells, both
indoors and outdoors. 

Specially recommended for our ETICS systems 
TEAIS TERM

Packaging: 23 kg 
Consumption:  3 to 4 kg/sqm in 2 mm layer

Packaging: 25 kg 
Consumption: F: 2 to 2,5 kg/sqm; G: 2,5 to 3 kg/sqm

relais
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acrylic and siloxane render finish
for indoor and outdoor
Relais Siloxano is a textured stony cladding based 
on siloxane acrylic resins and selected charges. 
It is a cladding with an high decorative effect, 
waterproofing and breathable.

Can be applied on different supports, both on new 
and rehabilitation.

Specially recommended for our ETICS systems 
TEAIS TERM

Packaging: 25 kg 
Consumption: F: 2 to 2,5 kg/sqm; G: 2,5 to 3 kg/sqm

embossed laminar coating 
imitation of cladding bricks

Minerplast is a coating formed by stamped laminar 
pieces with different finishes such as facing brick, 
stone, slate, etc. The parts are realized with a 
stable veil and mineralized polymers.

It can be used as a facade cladding for cladding 
and stone brick, or as a cladding for terraces, as a 
finish for waterproof systems similar to slate.

It is a coating with very good aesthetic properties 
of high functional performance, durable, UV 
stable, resistant to abrasion and temperature 
changes, impact, etc.

Packaging: parts of 98x50cm
Consumption:  0,49 sqm/parts

relais 
siloxano

minerplast
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thermal insulation system and 
external coating ETICS

Teais Term is a system of external thermal insulation, ETICS, which is 
supplied as a set of products and is used as thermal insulation of facades, 
both in new and for rehabilitation.

It adapts to the façade of the building, even if it has discontinuities, which 
makes it possible to solve most of the thermal bridges in a building. By 
allowing the incorporation of an optimal thickness of insulation, this system 
allows an energy saving of about 30%.

Teais Term system consists of the following 
products:

- Adhesive for the installation of thermal 
insulation panels. APOIS
- EPS insulation panels.
- Mortar layer for consolidation APOIS.
- Fiberglass reinforcement,
   Tejiais 5-150.
- Different finishing layer options:
  - IMPRILAIS + RELAIS 
  - IMPRIMAIS + LASTOIS FHCV
  - IMPRIMAIS + ROCAIS ARTISTICO
  - ADHESIVO + MINERPLAST
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teais
term

* REALIZED OUTDOOR
* DOES NOT REDUCE INTERIOR SPACE
* INCREASE VALUE OF THE HOUSING
* RECOVERING INVESTMENT IN  5 YEARS
*CAN APPLY DIRECTLY TO EXISTING 
COATING



Sand finishing system that matches the 
aesthetics of a beach

The main characteristic of this system is the freedom of design and 
multiple possible shapes and depths It adapts to all types of terrain. 
It is the ideal solution to realize the pool of your dreams.

The variety of possibilities of forms, allows to adapt to all types of 
terrains and even for the already existing swimming pools. It is 
therefore not necessary to carry out large construction projects to 
build a Swimming Pool beach in its garden.
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vertical garden system for outdoor and 
indoor use
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Special 
substrate

Gravel of
drainage

Vegetation

Teais Jardín Vertical is a vertical coating intended to contain the special 
enriched substrate that serves as a nutrient, promoting the development 
and durability of the vegetation.

The system is equipped with an internal watering that can be regulated as 
required. Another important advantage of the system is that the profile 
has a further profile space for luminous incorporation in the form of 
phosphorescent paint or low consumption light which may come from a 
solar source.

The system is applicable both in exteriors and in interiors and there is a 
possibility of incorporating insulation, which favors the thermal conditions 
of the space where it is installed.




